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ABSTRACT  ^ The paper discusses the prob|&m of tlie synthesis of a linear network 
for a specified time response. Two methods, the toioiiicnt generating function method and 
the time series method, are presented. In the former, the generating function of the 
transfer imrnitance is found on the basis of moment approximation, and in the latter, the 
free modes of the system are dctcrniiued from the spectrum cr from the regressive 
equation of the time series of the waveform. It is .shown that the methods presented 
give physically realisable network structures under quite general conditions. Thiee 
examples are considered to illustrate the procedure.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
A  linear network can be specified either by its frequency response or 
by its waveform response to any standard input. In the past one was 
generally concerned with the frequency response of a network, and as such, 
one’s task was to design the network for a prescribed frequency response. 
Modern communication techniques, e.g. radar, servo-mechanisms, pulse 
modulation system etc., are, however, concerned more directly with the 
waveform response. Further, one is also required to generate special 
waveforms, for example, the normal error pulse shape which is known to be 
the best pulse shape for detection of weak signals. Such demands have 
caused the attention to be directed to the problem of systhesis of networks
with a prescribed waveform or time response.
The problem of synthesizing a network having a specified time response 
involves, firstly, the choice of a proper basis of approximation and, secondly, 
obtaining the approximate network function in a physically realisable form. 
For the former some criterion of goodness of approximation has to be applied 
and those generally used are the least squre deviation and the Tscho ycie  
approximation.
Several methods of synthesizing a network for a specified time respon^
are reported in the literature on the subject. Much work, lowever, s 1 
remains to be done before a general solution of the problem is o • 
The present paper aims at making some contributions to the solution 0 
problem by suggesting extensions of and possible alternatives to t e exis g 
methods of attack. The methods that will be described here are, a) the
Coauuunicated by Prof, S. K. Mitra.
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moment generating fnnction method and (b) the time series method. In 
the first method one identifies the coefficients of the power series of the 
transfer immitance with the moments of the time function. The power 
series is assumed to be a recurrent one and its generating function is then 
found. A simple algebraic procedure is then shown to give the network 
function. The application of the method isi however, restricted to cases 
where the time function is inonotonic. In the second method the free modes 
of the network arc determined from the characteristics of the time series. 
For this purpose one forms the periodogram or the correlogram, or constructs 
the autoregression equation. Then, with the estimates of the location 
of the poles of the network, one selects the zeros for least square 
approximation to the given time function.
Before going into the suggested methods wa give a brief summary 
of the principal works in the field.
S U M M A R Y  OP P R E V I O U S  W O R K  
A s usual, we define the transfer immitance gip)  as
M l )
^  L S H )
ii)
where L S (t)  and L fU )  are Laplace transforms of the input S{f) and output 
fit) respectively. In what follows S(t), unless otherwise stated, will deuo'e 
Dirac’s 8 function, so that fit) becomes the weighting function Wit)  specifying 
gip).  The practical problem now is to find a physically realisable netwoik 
function which approximates so closely to gip)  as to render
w
£/- J  { L - H 9 i p ) - g i p ) \ * d i
a minimum, meaning the inverse Laplace transform.
Now, in order that ^ i p )  be the transfer immitance of a finite network 





where N ip )  and Dip)  are rational polynomials in p  satisfying the following 
conditions:
(a) the coefiBcients of N i p )  and Dip)  are all real,
(b) the zeros of Dip)  cannot lie in the right half ^-plane,
(c) degree ol N i p )  cannot be higher than that of D ip ).
Airgrain and W illiam s (1949a) have suggested a method resting on tiM
jif
minimisation of the integral (2). W riting .9 (p) ^
system of equations
^  » o ,  ^  “ o a ... ») 
0OS 9 A»
one form s the
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solutions of which give as and A s.  Airgrain and Williams, (1949a) have 
also extended the method by employing the I^aguerre series expansion 
of any time function.
Thomson (1952) has adopted the melliod of moments for finding the 
approximate network function. H e ta^cs a special Hurwitz x>olynoinial 
as the denominator and then finds the nuniferator polynomial.
Another method (Nadler, 1949) • usefi^ for realising the input impedance 
function employs the continued fraction |xpansion of the Poisson-Stieltjes 
iutegral, i
oe j' _
g{p) =  p C +  f  , where d ^ a ;)* J? e  dx,
J .  P +-V 1: ' X
and g(p)'^C =  Limp-> QO p
The Fourier series representation of fit) may also be used for obtaining 
the transfer iinmitance. More generally, the output time function may be 
represented by means of any orthogonal complete set having rational Fourier 
transform, so that
and g ( p ) - ^ ^ n X n iP )  •*. (3a)
where Xn(P) is the Fourier transform of The coelBcients are
It should be noted that Fourier series representation implies choice of 
commensurate complex poles while Laguerre series representation implies 
selection of nth order real pole.
T H E  M O M E N T  G E N E R A T I N G  F U N C T I O N  M E T H O D
X
I f  in the fundamental relation g i p ) — f  e~^f{t)dt, fit) is normalised, that is,
■ '0
00
it f  then on expanding e~^  we have
*'o
gg 00 ^
f  f ( t ) d t ^ p  f  i f { t ) d i ’^  • • • +  Y J  t^f(i)dt+>->
•'0 *0 0
denotes the rth order moment about the origin. Differentiating 
g ip ) f  times one obtains
0f>’
• •• {4^ ')
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T hus the coefficients of the power series expansion of g{p) are obtainable 
from the transform of { - t Y f U ) .
The moments can be related to the real and imaginary parts, /!(«<>) and 
B(m) respectively, of the transfer function From
" ' ' - ' - ' ' l l , * ' ' ’' ]  . ^ >^*0
we note
^(o) =  i ,  B '(o) - m, ',  ... ... (5)
The moments can also be related to the delay time and rise time thus 
Delay time can be defined as
td— j  t f { t ) d t = P i '
0
OD i
and the rise time as tr=|^2jr J  it — idYf{t)dt j
(6a)
(6h)
It will be seen that g(p)  determines the moments (when these exist) 
and hence the distribution function. It should, however, be observed 
that a set of moments determines the distribution uniquely only under
— ;— u
certain restrictions. A  criterion of unique determination is that Lim
fi I
is finite. This criterion is derived from the condition of convergence of the 
power series of gip).  It is worth noting here that two distributions having 
identical moments up to the wth order are equal in the sense of least square 
approximation. It is also to be noted that the method of moments is 
applicable only if the time response is monotonic.
A s  already stated, <i^{p), in order to be realisable in the form of a network,
tn n
roust be of the form ^ { p )  ^  'S,arp’’/'S,brp^. Here, n > m ,  for w = w  implies an
o n
impulse at l = o  and such cases are outside our purview. Also, it has been 
mentioned that for realising d'(j()) one may choose a rational Hurwitz 
polynomial for the denominator and then adjust the numerator to approximate 
to g ip  I . The alternative suggested here  ^ is to consider instead the power 
series of g 'p )  as a recurring series of order «  and then find the coefficients 
of the generating function, i.e., the denominator polynomial D(p),  from the 
set of recurrent relations
bnp'k _  ,
~ k f  (fe +  i ) ! (fe +  n)'l
(7 )
Equation (7) will be recognised as an wth order difference equation with 
constant coefficients. If the roots of the characteristic equation
x ^ ' ~ b i x * ~ ^ +  ... + ( ~ i ) * ‘f>«»=o ... (8)
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are C l ,  C^, ... 6«, th en --’j — A ^ C ■ / + A 2 C 3 ' . +  ... + A n C , J .  An evident
constraint on the roots is that o as r oo. Hence o <  | Of I <  i .
Now the solution of D(/)) from the setf of relations (7) and D!f>) =  2  b,/)** 
can be presented in the form
K* J^ n
>-1 •'r -' *! , w h ^ e  v„ =  { - i ) ” iiJL (gj
I * til
. . .V a n .]
D (/,)=  C  .  p p ' . . . p '
A m— 1 : and C is a constant.
The numerator polynomial will then be
I ‘
AT(/))= I + ( ^ / - b j ) ^  +  ^ ...
' [ “ f e r r  -  w r "  ■■
Equations (g) and (lo) determine the network function completely. 
W e may now write (lAp) as
=  or a .,:i
D(p) /> + vA’
or as ------^ —  + -f
olqP  +  a i aa/> +  a , ri^p 4- a^ ,
(iia)
From the theory of linear simultaneous equations, it is known that for
the parameters hj, ha, ....... , h„ to be independent, it is necessary that the
rank of the m atrix of the system be equal to the order. This sets the upper 
limit to the order of the polynomial. W e have now to ensure that the b /  s 
are all positive and that D(p) is Hnrwitz. It should be observed that if 
the power series of j^(p) converges, so will the continued fraction and the 
rational fraction associated with it ; further that for boundedness of fit), it 
is required that g^p)t and hence Dip), be regular when JRe/ ) >  o. It is 
easy to prove that in the continued fraction
(ii6>
ao/> +  pi ' «i/> +  P2 +
it ^ r S  and  are alt positive, the roots of Dip) are simple, real and 
negative. For this we consider the sequence as Sturm
functions where +  pr)^r +  where p r i q r  is the r th convergent.
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It is evident that none of the Sturm functions can pass through zero 
in  the interval o to on the axis of reals and that n changes of sign will 
be lost in the sequence of Sturm functions as p  passes from oo to —
It can easily be demonstrated that if d F {i)  has not less than n +  i 
points of increase one must have A i  >  o, Aj, >  o, ... A n  >  o, and conversely 




/  V  n J
Hr meaning the rth  moment.
For this we easily see that the quadratic form 
00
(9= f  (Uo +  U rt +  . . .  +  U n m F { t ) = 'S .t J . 'i+ K U iU K  
- 0 0
is definitely positive, for, by hypothesis d F it)  has' at least (n 4- 1) points of 
increase and at least one of these must be different from all the zeros of
i/o +  f/j H * ....... +  *
so that the integral is always positive so long as f//s  are not all zero. This 
positive definite character ensures the determination of d Fit)  with a set of 
moments
This result may profitably be used in realising a minimum phase shift 
type transfer function when its real part is non-negative. Consider the 
Poisson line integral
Reg'jiA})
+  <i>^ JT
tWamo -  —
p2
+  ’S i
p -
/>* - /)* p*
1
’^ P'\ P  ' P* ......J
where m s  is the 5th moment and Reg(ju>) is the real part of g(jia),
oc
Stipulating that on expanding j f  *  power series of
terms involving ^ t o  — „ are absent, we obtain
O
/ fi(it>)D(u>) R e  glju>)dut—o (t»b)
for an arbitrary polynomial 6 of degree 5 , 5  ^  It is easy to show that 
the roots of N ip *)  and Dip*)  are real, simple and contained within the interval 
o to -  00. Equations (12) thus completely determine the network function- 
W e may add in conclusion that it sometimes saves labour and yields 
more accurate result if orthogonal series expansion of g(p)  instead of tbe
actual power series is taken. This procedure is particularly preferable when 
the form of the transfer iminitance is readily obtainable. As the orthogonal 
series we may take the Laguerrc series in the interval o to , or the 
Tschebycheff or the Legendre series in the fieduced interval — i to
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T I M E  S E R I E S  j METHOD
A time series of a wave form f[t) fe a sequence of its values at equal 
intervals of time, i.e., the sequence
(/o,o), (L,a), .......pK, Ka)
where/r is the value o f /(/.) at ra, 7. being |the spacing. It is well known 
that if Wo is the highest frequency of interest in the spectrum of a band- 
limited function f(t) then it can be represented as
( 13 )f (  —  )  / I  , T  being the total interval
0 \ 2wo  ^ 7r(2Wof —r)
The importance of the relation is that it enables one to specify a continuous 
function of time in terms of its values at intervals of i/awo apart. For 
example, the response of a low pass filter with frequency response, uniform 
up to a frequency /<• and zero for all other frequencies can be represented 
by a time series of interval 1/2/^.
The time series, it will be understood, describes completely the 
characteristic of a linear network. If the response of the linear network to
QD
an input Sit) be /(e), then /ie=  j  S (r)lT (e -r)ir  where Wit) is the weighting
0
function. The time series of fit) and S{t) can be used to determine Wit) 
completely. The problem now is to realise the transform of W(t). For 
this, we shall describe two alternative methods for finding out the poles 





g { p ) =  J  W (^<)e' "^d/ =  a S









if, at discrete points f - r ,
+  S 6 r  SIH Wr^  +  2Cr COS Wr^  (iS )
where denote the real poles and w^ ’s the imaginary poles. One has now to 
find the poles «r and n>t and the coefficientf flr, hr, c,. For this one first
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forms the correlogram or the periodograur or constructs the spectrum by 
conventional methods. To form the correlogram we first write
. T
m n t + k ) d t
 ^ "'o
oo
j(<o) =  j  '
(16)
(17)
and then form £?(w) — \ cos uikdk.
T o construct the periodogram, w^ e write,
QO 00
y* fit)  cos toldt, j* fit) sin i*>tdt 
0 ' 0
and then form S® =  /I® +  B®
When the spectrum is such that the number and the locations of the 
poles cannot be accurately ascertained, reasonable assumptions regarding 
the same have to be made. One has then to select the unknown a^, br, and Cr 
for least square approximation to the given time function. For the purpose 
one forms
{ /— + sin ovr +  cos ovr} j ... (18)
 ^ ^. I,  ^  ^ dU dU .d Uand minimises it with respect to ch, b^ . and c^, 1, e, equate —  , —  and —
OClf obr O^ r
separately to zero. Now ~  = 0  gives
Ofl-j
a i2 K m X i f n  ^ ^ b n  S  JCimy Km  + S c k S  i m  Z K m  =  ^ f m X ^ (iSa)
where Xrm* yrm% Zrm and fm denote the values respectively of 
e"®'*', sinwrr, cos /(r) at the nth sampling point.
From the set of linear equations (iSa)  one solves ar, br and 
gip)  is then in the network realisable form (14a).
It is necessary to note that only if the time function is the response 
of a linear network with finite elements it is possible to find out ar and wr 
with reasonable accuracy from the correlogram or the periodogram. In the 
general case of an arbitrary time function, tlie representation (3a), in terms 
of a complete orthogonal set, has the advantage over the representation 
(14a) that the coefficients are more ea.sily found.
(b) R egressive Equation Method, The tiuie response of a linear system 
is known to possess the useful property, namely/^that its lime series is linear 
auto-regressive. The basis of linear auto-regression is the fact that ah 
nth order linear differential equation m ay be regarded as the limiting 
case of tn linear algebraic equations .when in") the limit m tends to infinity. 
If  we consider the second order d-fferential equation
+  rx=^yp{t)
where p, q, r are continuous in the interval the diflFerence
equation from
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where -  Xy+i -  a;v, -  2x,+i-^  x. I, 2,. T
a
and where oc is the spacing, will be j
PvXv +  QvXv + l +  i?^v+2==‘
Proceeding similarly the nth order difference equation is
P qXv-  ^PiXy+\ + +  PnXy+n^ v = 0 , I, 2 , . . . , ---
a
In the application we have in mind, the coefficients P r’s will be constants. 
Then the nth order difference equation for the time series, that is the 
linear auto-regressive equation with constant coefficients ai, a2, ... a«, is
.......  +a-ri/f~o ... (19)
Here V' is zero, since we are considering free inodes.
There will be iV —n such equations. It may be observed that the auto­
correlation coefficients are related by the equation
M-.1+........ +a,»r„i =  o ... (20)
T he solution of (19) is f(t) — ^Ak^k^  (21)
where Zk are the roots of the equation
+  ........  -f*an =  o .. (22)
N ow , it will be noted from the differential equation of the output time 
function D{p)f{t) =  N {p )S it )  that the poles, i e., the roots of Dip) are 
related to the Zk by boundedness of /(t), o <C mod Zk
The order of the system is to be chosen with reference to the complexity 
of the network and the rank of the linear equations (19). It is thus seen 
that the equations (19), through (22), contain all the informations about the 
locations and the nature of the poles. When the time series shows irregular 
feature, in setting up the equation (22), we choose instead of ( i9 b the derived
To deter-Akequation (20). The tiansfer function now becomes ^
mine the Ah$ we may employ the method of the previous section, i.e,, 
minimise U  with respect to A k ,  where
' U ^ ^ [ f ( r ) - i A k Z j r ^
0 1
The methods discussed in this section can be used for obtaining wave­
form correcting network. , If, for example, the impulse response of a 





fA i)- j  fiiu)fi(t-u)du.
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one can find by serial division the time series of the corrector,/aU). The  
correcting network can then be designed by the methods of this section.
I L L U S T R A T I V E  E X A M P L E S
(i) T o realise the square wave time response defined by /(f) 
o < .  t < T ,  and /(f) =  o, elsewhere.
Its transform cannot be realised with a finite network, for as is well
known, the spectrum of a pulse having steep edges decays as -  and that of
P
one having coi ners decays as ~ . This property is reflected in the fact that
P
the moments of transform form a very slowly convergent sequence. The  
recurrent series obtained is
2 28
g(p)  is then
84 24 X 70 
i + a:®/42
; ( X - - P T )
1 +  ~
X X
28" 84 24 X 70
The network response calculated is observed to improve with the aidition of 
two real poles at 10® sec^^ and i  10* sec’ * of strength 2. The resultant 
waveform is shown in figure i .  The network configuration corresponding 
to g{p) can be found following Cauer.
F i g . t
(a) T o  synthesize the network for generating a trapezium (figure a).
The time function has obviously no oscillatory components, i.e,, the 
poles are real ones. Instead of going through the whole procedure, we
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select, on a preliminary study of the time response, 0 .3x 10 *“, 0 .4 x 10 * ,
0.5 X io“ , 0.6 X 10®, as the locations of che poles.
The transfer function is then
. + - 3 ^4
+ 0 .3  X 10“ I o 4 X 10® ' p +  o.$  X 10** ^ f) + 0.6 X 10®
The linear algebraic equations referred to in (i8a) are solved and the 
constants found are a ,  =  3 8 ,  a g =  - 5 2 ,  fl3 =  44> 04“  “ 20. g ( p }  is then
g^P' =  ~ i
______ 1.4a-''’ +  7.73; ________
1.8a;* +  1.19a:® +  0.342a- +  .036
(3) To realise the network for the time response shown in figure 3.
The auto-regression equation of the third order formed is 
f/ t+ s -2 .2 i4 5 f/ j+ 2 -i.6 S 2  (/<4,'+0.440 D’( =  o 
The roots are <>(, =  0.8025, ^ j, /^j=o.706 +  0 .31. The constants Ak 
are now chosen for best fit. The solution is 
/If) =  25.8^“ "•*** +  r5.4e“ *-®'” sin 0 . 3 1 ! - 2 5 .8 c " " - ™  cos 0 .31!, / being in fi secs. 
The network response is found to agree well with the specified time 
function.
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